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Description: 
Targeted to help rebuild and strengthen the skin's barrier for anyone who is going through cancer 
treatments or is within 1 year post remission. All of these products are focused on healing, protecting, 
moisturizing, and strengthening thin and fragile skin. 
 

 
 

1. Dispense 1-2 pumps Vitamin C Cleanser to dry palms and apply to dry skin, massaging for 1-2 
minutes. Add water for slip, rinse with warm water. 

2. Repeat. Dispense 1-2 pumps Vitamin C Cleanser to dry palms and apply to dry skin massaging 
for 1-2 minutes. Add water for slip, rinse with warm water. 
 
 
 

3. Dispense Ultra-Hydrating Enzyme Masque and Ultra Hydro Gel to small dish and mix. Apply to 
the skin using a fan brush. Steam may be incorporated. Allow to remain on the skin for 10-15 
minutes. Remove with warm towels. 

4. Mist skin with Skin Recovery Mist. 
5. Dispense YOUTH Firm Age Defying Peel to small dish. Apply to the skin using a fan brush. Allow 

to remain on the skin for 5-7 minutes. Remove with warm towels. 
6. Mist skin with Skin Recovery Mist. 
7. Applying Living Cell Clarifier and Skin Restoring Fulvic Elixir. Dispense 1 pump of each serum 

to palms and apply to face, neck, and décolleté. 
 

 
 

8. Apply Stem Cell Power Serum and Cell Protection Serum. Dispense 1-2 pumps to palms and 
apply to face, neck, and décolleté. 

9. Apply Vitamin E Sensual Cell Cream. Dispense 1-2 pumps to palms and apply to face, neck, and 
décolleté. 

10. Apply Cell Protection Balm to sensitive areas that were treated. 
11. Apply a small, grain size amount of Anti-Wrinkle Eye Cream to entire eye area and massage until 

absorbed. 
 
 
 

12. Finish with Photo-Age Environmental Protection Gel 15. Apply a small pea size amount to face, 
neck, and décolleté and any other areas exposed to UVA/UVB Rays. 

 
Recommended Treatment Time: 45 minutes 

Protocol 
Oncology Facial 
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